
Refinement, luxury, elegance: Arte 
nel Design creations combine the 
splendor of art with the uncon-
ventional approach of design, to 
create environments with a rarefied 
and timeless atmosphere. Unique 
pieces able to create evocative ar-
tistic corners, scenographies full 
of charm that satisfy the aesthetic 
sense and the desire for beauty. 
Between contrasts of color and 
tone on tone nuances that dissolve 
between paintings and furnishings, 
shapes and materials create a con-
tinuum that, as in a mosaic, creates 
unique and exclusive settings, as 
precious as real works of art.



KISSEN
designer | LIVIO BALLABIO



3-seater sofa | 290 x 110 x h 76 cm

The sofa becomes a work of art able to 
amaze and conquer with its strong character 
and singular forms.  
An original overlapping of layers of red 
velvet, a material that envelops the body in a 
seductive and precious embrace.  
An infinitely complex and refined creation, 
in which even the smallest detail is designed 
to achieve the absolute perfection of the 
whole. In this unique piece of furniture is 
inserted the work of art: a light that shines, 
stands out and attracts the attention, giving 
the sofa an immeasurable character of 
uniqueness. A fragment that seems to be 
part of a wider and more mysterious reality, 
a primordial element that conceals a hidden 
reality to be discovered and interpreted 
according to the perception of the observer 
and to the connections with the surrounding 
environment.

Structure in beech wood and foam, 
upholstery in fabric or leather from the the 
A.N.D. collection, bronze sculpture.

KISSEN
designer | LIVIO BALLABIO



BUTTERFLY
designer | LIVIO BALLABIO



Armchair | 67 x 90 x h 137 cm

Sinuous and tapered lines, precious materials, 
iridescent colors. A refined and elegant 
armchair that turns into the ideal support 
for an exclusive work of art. A complex 
interweaving that expresses the creative 
force of art evoking the relationship of 
continuous tension between fragile balances. 
A piece that, as a sign that evokes in the 
silence the deepest secrets of life, is told 
through the emotional condition of the 
observer, which becomes part of the work 
itself thanks to the active participation  
in its realization.

Structure in beech wood and foam, upholstery 
in fabric or leather from the the A.N.D. 
collection, bronze sculpture, brass base.

BUTTERFLY
designer | LIVIO BALLABIO



designer | LIVIO BALLABIO

DICE

DICE_1



designer | LIVIO BALLABIO

DICE

Coffee table | 144 x 73 x h 30 cm

A complex and original composition in which 
the symmetry of the elements meets the 
irregularity of the heights and the diversity of 
the materials. Stylistic variations, chromatic 
contrasts and balanced geometric lines 
create a very special harmony in a design 
masterpiece that is itself a work of art. Able 
to add a touch of charm and exclusivity to 
the entire environment, the Dice coffee table 
represents the evolution of design, towards a 
new dimension of art. 
Composition and realization of the piece are 
to be defined together with the customer, 
who will participate in the creation process 
led by the designer Livio Ballabio.

Structure in multi-layer wood, top in “stucco 
veneziano” with bronze sculptures, bronzed 
brass base.

DICE_1

DICE_2



MONDRIAN_4

designer | LIVIO BALLABIO

MONDRIAN



designer | LIVIO BALLABIO

MONDRIAN

Bookcase | ø 205 x 31 cm

A sculptural and scenographic piece 
of furniture that boasts an original and 
suggestive circular shape that recalls the 
ancient oriental furniture. In the round 
perimeter that evokes the idea of infinity, 
a shelving with asymmetric geometry 
expresses and tells the thousand facets 
of reality. The decorative spirit and 
unconventional design contribute to make 
Mondrian a unique and timeless piece of 
furniture, made even more special by the 
work of art inserted in one of the spaces: 
a precious bubble suspended in the void, 
a primordial element which tells of many 
realities, all to be discovered. The bookcase 
is available in different variants, made with 
different materials, to allow everyone to 
choose the option that best suits their tastes 
and personality.

Structure in brass with 2 bronze sculptures, 
back with elements in lacquered wood, 
antique mirror, whitened oak, special leathers, 
precious onyx from all over the world.  
Shelves in glass.

MONDRIAN_1

MONDRIAN_5

MONDRIAN_2

MONDRIAN_3



designer | LIVIO BALLABIO

SFERA

SFERA_4



designer | LIVIO BALLABIO

SFERA

SFERA_1 SFERA_3

SFERA_2

Bookcase | 70 x 40 x h 245 cm

Spirit and matter, transparency and materiality, 
lightness and consistency. In a subtle and 
expressive game of contrasts, the Sfera 
bookcase stands out with its symmetrical 
and linear design that houses the elegant 
and evocative spirituality of the work of art: 
a barely perceptible thread that combines 
stones of different shapes and sizes. Fluid 
geometries and impalpable volumes that meet 
the solid strength of the wooden base. The 
Sfera bookcase is the kingdom of contrasts, 
a work of art with a disarming charm capable 
of attracting and conquering, an invitation 
to reflect, an amazing encounter with a new 
dimension of design.

Structure in whitened oak or in marble Black 
Marquinia. Shelves in whitened oak, lacquered 
wood or in marble Black Marquinia. Bronze 
sculptures.



designer | LIVIO BALLABIO

WINDOW

Screen | 160 x h 200 cm

Art as the main protagonist of this 
magnificent composition of works. A 
screen that does not go unnoticed, 
created to decorate with color, thanks 
to the six canvases, different for shades, 
shapes and patterns. Available in different 
combinations, based on the tastes and 
preferences of the customer.

Structure in acid-bronzed brass, panels in 
marble, onyx, slate with painted inserts.

WINDOW_1

WINDOW_2

WINDOW_2

WINDOW_3



designer | LIVIO BALLABIO

DUNE

Chair | 60 x 52 x h 75 cm

Elegance, lightness, refinement. A chair with a slim design, in 
which the soft cushion covered in silk satin rests on sinuous 
legs in wengé wood with brass details. The upper part of the 
structure houses a precious halfmoon that enriches with its 
symbolic beauty this masterpiece of design-art. Upholstery 
available in different fabrics and colors.

All-brass structure with one or more 
sculptures. Upholstery in fabric or leather  
from the A.N.D. collection.

DUNE_1

DUNE_3

DUNE_3
DUNE_2



designer | LIVIO BALLABIO

APART

Armchair | 4 x 64 x h 82 cm

Illusion and reality, emptiness and matter: an armchair 
in balance between two different dimensions. Two 
perfectly symmetrical parts, two halves of the same 
reality, in which the element of union is an artistic boulder 
that appears to be suspended. The metal frame with a 
polished brass finish is covered in a velvet of a sensual 
shade of red, for a refined, seductive result.

Structure in poplar wood with upholstery in 
fabric or leather from the A.N.D. collection and 
inserts in bronzed brass. Bronze sculpture.



designer | LIVIO BALLABIO

PUMPKIN/TOWER

Pouf | ø 100 x h 40 cm
Pouf | ø 42 x h 40/95 cm

The refined pleated velvet of an intense teal color meets the 
beauty of the sculpture applied in the upper part. A cone that 
appears suspended in its lightness, a luminous point that, like 
a pen caught in the moment of dipping into the inkwell, is 
ready to write a new chapter of an unpredictable story.

Structure in poplar wood with upholstery in fabric or leather from 
the A.N.D. collection. Base in bronzed brass. Bronze sculpture.

PUMPKINTOWER



designer | LIVIO BALLABIO

CRYSTAL

Small table | 36 x 36 x h 42 cm

A silent monolith, a precious armour of glass and wood 
that holds at its base the gateway to a remote world. An 
evocative temple, an element with a profound symbology 
of spirituality, art and reflection. A table that is not just 
a furnishing element but a real work of art, able to enter 
our living space, transforming it and reinterpreting it 
according to a new, more symbolic and profound vision.

Brass polygonal small table with  
acid-bronzed and polished surfaces. 
Bronze sculpture..



designer | LIVIO BALLABIO

TULIP

Small table | ø 45 x h 62 cm

A precious metal “heart” protected by an irregularly 
shaped cage. In this original coffee table, the overlapping 
of different shelves in bronzed glass creates a luminous 
tower structure with a strong symbolic value. A piece of 
furniture that combines functionality with the uniqueness 
and beauty of the work of art.

Structure in acid-bronzed and polished 
brass with acid-varnished crystal tops. 
Bronze sculpture.



The inestimable beauty of the most 
important painting of all time is 
combined with the refinement of the 
craftsmanship in the Wood Jewels 
collection created by A.N.D. 

The possibility of seeing a work of art 
transformed into a key element of a 
piece of furnishing opens up to the 
market a range of endless possibilities: 
always created in collaboration with 
the client, until today the selection of 
paintings has mainly reflected a vision, a 
culture and a taste that are typical of the 
western culture. 

In the wake of the experimentation and 
creativity that characterizes the A.N.D. 
project and the people who are part of 
it, some news will be soon introduced 
in this area too... Follow us to find out 
what the evolution of our Wood Jewels 
collection will be!

We would be glad to 
customize your piece 
according to your specific 
requirements and taking 
into consideration every 
suggestion or inspiration 
related to the story and the 
culture of your country  
of origin.

WOOD JEWELS
COLLECTION

GUERNICA
Chest of drawers 

Structure in beech wood, hand-
painted decoration, wood painted 

handles and classic feet.

cm 250 x 42 x h 85

designer | franco molteni



WOOD JEWELS
COLLECTION

COLOSSEO
Curved comò 

Structure in beech wood, hand-painted, 
glossy laquered, wood structure, brass 
handles, wood decorative base.

cm 120 x 54 x h 99

designer | franco molteni



WOOD JEWELS
COLLECTION

IMPOSSIBLE
Shelving unit 

Structure in beech 
wood, hand-painted 

with white and black 
decorative motive, 

glossy laquered, wood 
structure, steel handles, 

wood painted base. 

cm 100 x 42 x h 105

designer | franco molteni



WOOD JEWELS
COLLECTION

MODIGLIANI
Multi-drawers unit

Structure in beech wood.  
Gold paint and figurative motive.  
Glossy lacquered, brass handles  
and wood feet.

cm 136 x 53 x h 100

designer | franco molteni



KANDINSKIJ
Cabinet with doors  

and drawers 

Structure in beech 
wood hand-painted,  

semi-glossy lacquered, 
wood painted handles 

and feet.

cm 100 x 42 x h 160

WOOD JEWELS
COLLECTION

designer | franco molteni



WOOD JEWELS
COLLECTION

designer | franco molteni

BALLETTO
Curved comò 

Structure in beech 
wood, hand-painted, 

glossy laquered, wood 
structure, brass handles, 

wood decorative base.

cm 120 x 54 x h 99



WOOD JEWELS
COLLECTION

designer | franco molteni

CAMMEO
Shelving unit 

Structure in beech 
wood hand-painted, 

tridimensional motive, 
semi-glossy laquered, 

brass details, wood 
structure, push and 
pull opening, wood 

painted base.

cm 100 x 42 x h 105



OPUS METALLICA
COLLECTION

POPULONIA 
METALLICA
Floor lamp (right)

Casting bronze base. 
Plexiglass shape. 
Multicolor LED.

50 x 25 x h 110 cm

ARCIMBOLDA 
METALLICA
Floor lamp (left)

Casting bronze base. 
Plexiglass shape. 
Multicolor LED.

82 x 25 x h 105 cm

OPUSFUTURA MALACHITE
Sofa / Armchair 

Wooden frame covered 
with Malachite stone. 

Front legs engraved in 
“Crazy Glass” finish with 

gold or silver leaf details.  
Upholstery in leather.

185 x 90 x h 76 cm 
105 x 90 x h 76 cm

BALTHAZAR
Coffee table 

Wooden frame 
Legs engraved in “Crazy 

Glass” finish with gold 
or silver leaf details. 

Removable tray in 
Malachite stone.

80 x 60 x h 57 cm



OPUS METALLICA
COLLECTION

OPUSFUTURA
Chair 

Armrest and front legs in 
carved wood finish in “Crazy 

Glass”. Backrest and rear legs 
in dark walnut with gold or 

silver leaf details. Upholstery 
available in fabric or leather. 

74 x 54 x h 86 cm

OPUSFUTURA
Dining table 

Wooden frame.
Tridimensional vitrified 

Venetian Stucco finish or 
gold and silver leaf. 

Legs engraved in “Crazy 
Glass” finish. 

220 x 110 x h 76 cm

ROSA ROSAE
Floor lamp

Bronze casting base. 
Plexiglass shape. 
Multicolor LED.

h 210 cm



JCP UNIVERSE
COLLECTIONOrauro

by Emanuele Magini

Orauro

Antivol
by CTRLZAK

Naia
by CTRLZAK

Surande
by Alessandro Zambelli

Agaxa
by CTRLZAK

An eclectic collection that aims to 
change the design status quo  

in a revolutionary way.

A fusion between art and design, the 
brand’s creations blend classic and 

contemporary style in a surprising new 
idiom that defies the norms.



AntivolSideroid Zenith
by Nikos Sideris + CTRLZAK

Dolmlod
by CTRLZAK

Fylgrade
by CTRLZAK

Oglof
by CTRLZAK Perflect 

by Sam Baron

Ixorb
by Alessandro Zambelli Naia

Galaver
by Emanuele Magini

Kryptal
by CTRLZAK

Threeve
by Richard Hutten

JCP UNIVERSE
COLLECTION

Antivol
by CTRLZAK

Naia
by CTRLZAK



THE “BORGO  
OF DESIGN  

IL TORCHIO”
CARIMATE (CO)

Set among the Brianza hills, in the region of Lake Como, 
surrounded by lush forests and green golf courses, the medieval 

village of Carimate, with its magical atmosphere and the 
imposing charm of its Castle, is the place chosen by Franco 

Molteni, Livio Ballabio, Sergio Consonni and Giulia Raggesi as 
headquarters of the innovative brand Arte nel Design. 

In the ancient heart of the town, in the area called  
“Il Torchio”   in an evocative space divided between offices and 
showrooms, the Arte nel Design headquarters are presented as 
a real Temple of Art: an experimental and innovative space that 

aims at promoting the village to bring it back to its ancient glory. 

The collaboration with the numerous local artisans, in a land, 
the Brianza, which has always been a homeland of furnishing 

and design, allows to obtain unique and inimitable pieces that 
enclose the knowledge handed down from generations while at 

the same time contributing to the enhancement of a territory 
unique for traditions and culture. 

A Design Village all to be discovered, to live personally the 
universe of Arte nel Design and to get to know the people who 
every day dedicate passion and enthusiasm to the project, but 

also to take advantage of the strategic position in which the 
venue is located for starting to discover a unique territory.



BRIANZA AND  
LAKE COMO: 
A PLACE TO LIVE, 

BETWEEN ART, 
NATURE AND CULTURE

Here then:

The Castles
Golf Courses
The Como Lake
Luxury Hospitality
Enogastronomic Heritage
Nature & Culture

A visit to the “Borgo of Design il Torchio” 
can become an opportunity to visit the 

surroundings and live an exciting holiday 
in a unique and evocative area of Italy. 

Carimate is a charming village in the 
province of Como, in Lombardy, 

located in the southern part of the 
province, in a hilly area in the north  

of the Brianza district. 

A charming and enchanting place, 
full of attractions for lovers of art, 

history, nature and sport, thanks to 
the presence of many castles, historic 

buildings, green areas and golf 
courses. A few kilometres away, Lake 

Como, with its artistic, naturalistic 
and enogastronomic heritage, awaits 
visitors with its incomparable charm. 



ARTE NEL DESIGN
Operational Seat and Gallery  

in the XXI Century Temple  
“Il Borgo del design il Torchio” 

Carimate (CO) - Italy 
Tel. +39 335 6038058 

sergio@arteneldesign.com

www.arteneldesign.com


